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17、This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above 
        if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of 
        the appliance in a safe way and if they understand the hazards invol-
        ved. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children 
        unless they are older than 8 and supervised. Keep the appliance and
         its cord out of reach of children aged less than 8 years.

18、This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applic-
        ations as:

- Staff kitchen areas in shops,offices and other working environments;
- Farm houses;
- By clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environents;
- Breakfast type environments.

19、WARNING:Do not remove the lid while the water is boiling.

20、CAUTION:Position the lid so that steam is directed away from the 
                           handle.

21、CAUTION:Insure that the appliance is switched off before removing it
                           from its stand.

22、CAUTION:Be careful and avoid water spillage on connector.

23、Incorrectly use of appliance may cause serious burns, therefore, att-
        ention shall be taken.

24、Do not try to access into kettle’s container, heating element surface
        ins subjected to residual heat after use.
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25、Appliances can be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or 
        mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have 
        been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance 
        in a safe way and understand the hazards involved.

26、Children shall not play with the appliance.

Double wall kettle

Automatically cut for boil-dry protection.
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1. Lid                                    2. Switch/Light          

4. Lid release button     5. Spout                   6.Double wall

7. Power base    

3. Handle         

TMH317W 220-240V~
50/60Hz

1850-2200W 1.7L 26.5×21.1×14.6cm 1.23KG
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5、Do not immerse nito water. The surface of the kettle may be wiped over
      with a damp cloth and polished with a soft dry cloth. 
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